Kuroneko Yamato

International
Moving

Your complete guide to our
Self Pack (Tanshin) Plan
(For families with less items are also welcome)

YAMATO TRANSPORT (S) PTE. LTD.
M a i n

L i n e :
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*PROCEDURES*
1. Separating of items to be packed, hand-carry or disposed
Separation of items before packing will minimise time and
Do pack all the same stuff in same box for hassle free packing list preparation

•Do prioritize your important items that need to be shipped out to minimise shipping volume.
*Important note*

•Be careful with owner’s good (Ex. Furniture or Air Con Remote Control) when packing if you are
the tenant of the apartment.

2. Delivery of packing materials & necessary documents
Filling up of Shipping Instruction via soft copy
Upon confirmation on our service, we will deliver the packing materials within 3 – 4 days.

During this period, do take your time to consider on packing.

Carton boxes and packing necessities
Carton Size Dimension (L x W x H) cm
３３．０ｃｍ

３３．０ｃｍ

SMALL

LARGE

66.0 x 46.0 x 33.0

Small (D)

33.0 x 46.0 x 33.0

４６．０ｃｍ

４６．０ｃｍ

Pape r (Ne wsprint)

For base and top of box.
Wrapping of small items

Air Bubble Pack

Wrapping of fragile items

O PP Tape

Sealing of carton boxes

３３．０ｃｍ

６６．０ｃｍ

Large（Ｃ） Carton

Large (C)

Small（Ｄ）Carton

≪Clothes/Misc. Items/Kitchen goods≫

≪Books/Dishes/CDs≫

*** For heavy item ie. books or files are to be packed in Small (D) carton. For lighter item
Ex, Clothes, towels or shoes are to be packed in Large (C) carton.

3. Packing of fragile and small items
Several ways of packing dishes or chinaware


Usage of original box or gift box (make sure

Several ways of packing electrical goods
Usage of original box (make sure there is enough cushion/



there is enough cushion inside the box)

styrofoam inside the box)



Usage of Air Bubble pack provided to wrap



Usage of Air Bubble pack provided to wrap



Usage of towels for cushioning protection



Usage of towels for cushioning protection



Plates and bowls to be packed “stand up”



All electrical goods need to be packed inside Yamato

position in carton boxes with ample of cushion

Singapore carton boxes

at the bottom and top of cartons
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How

to

Pack?

Here

is

some

P oints

&

Technique

● Fragile Items (Glass, Plate) , Ornaments, Kitchen items and other

Place on top of Paper
(news-print)or Air-Cap

Lapping from side, then
bottom

For Large Plates,
Lapping with paper each,
then use Air-Cap to lap
together those.

If you are packing bottle,
or glass-container (with
some liquid seasoning
inside), please put into
Zip-Rock or Plastic bag to
seal before packing

Lapping Top: Fold into
inside cup

If any projection for cup
or dishes, lap with those
at first

Flip carton boxes and sealing
from Bottom. Once finishing
packing, then seal top part, too.

Here is a lapping
sample

In case for packing Teapot, flip the lid and put
some cushion between
the pot

Packing of clothes
 Clothes need to be dried out whole day before packing into carton boxes to
avoid mouldiness. Place paper at the bottom and top of carton to prevent
dust.
Packing of books or files
 All to be packed in small D carton. Please do not overload the carton box
and do not exceed the weight of 25kg.
Packing of foodstuff
 For liquid stuff – To be packed in a plastic Ziploc bag to prevent spillage
 For dried food – To be packed in a plastic Ziploc bag for humidity control
Packing of display ornaments and small items
 For ornaments and small items – pack them in Tupperware or plastic
containers with lots of paper or tissue paper for cushion purpose. Do make
sure there are no gaps in between the Tupperware or containers to prevent
lots of movement.
Others

 Do make use of your clothes, towels to act as cushion and protection for
your fragile and breakable items.
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How to assemble & seal boxes?

4. Putting the packed items into the box safely

Do make sure to have top and bottom
cushion (eg. air bubble pack) in the
carton box when putting plates and
dishes.

Make use of towels or clothes to fill up the gaps
to minimise movement in the carton box.

Complete
packaging

Do not pack too little that result in too much
movement within the carton box. Add more cushion
protection (Ex. clothes, towels) to prevent
movement or sound within the carton box.

Do not pack too full so as to avoid bloated
carton box which will be hazardous to the
items inside.

5. Documentation
1. Packing List
There are 4 pages on each set of packing list. Please fill up accordingly and retain the last copy for your reference.

※ Please refer to the sample provided on how to write the packing list.
2. Copy of passport and Japanese Visa

3. Shipping instruction to be filled up clearly (ex. Address/Contact Number/Arrival date in Japan) for a
smooth process of your shipment.
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6. List of Prohibited and Regulated items
The items indicated below cannot be accepted both by AIR & SEA shipment.
Please do not pack them in the carton boxes.
The dried fruits of outside vegetables, fruit, beef jerky, ham and sausage fry meat goods/below
◆The dried fruits by which handling is possible <<something of plant quarantine applying>>
Foods
Fig, Persimmon, Kiwi, Plum, Pear, Apricot, Jujube, Date, Pineapple, Banana and Papaya
Mango, Peach and Longan (product made from the endocarp of Coco coconut palm granular )
Counterfeiting items and Pornography, child pornography (Both book and picture), illegally copied DVDs, copied product
other
Currency, Security, Credit card /Cash card are counterfeiting, Forgery and Imitation
Animals, Plants
Living Animals and Plants, Seed, Cut-flower, Dry-flower, Pinecone, Walnuts and Tuber
Cash, Security, Passbook, Stock certificate, Draft, Precious-metal, Old-artwork and something for which valuation of price is
Valuables
difficult
Aerosol system sprayer, Fireworks, Gunpowder and Gun
Dangerous Objects
* Sword kinds (The toy gun stun gun imitation sword << artwork saber>> is included)
( Hazardous materials)
Gas container for flammable substances, matchsticks, lighters and ignitable thing
Chemicals

Others
















All poisons, deleterious substance and drugs (cannabis, opium, cocaine heroin MDMA, law-Evading Hallucinogenic Herbs,
psychotropic medicine and speed drug, any smoking equipment for illegal drugs) are prohibited.
Specific Products that are made from leather, fur, horn, bones, and ivory which are prohibited trading by CITES (The
Conversation on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora) , Soil, Raw Foods, Product made from
Straw, Massive Medication, Goods that need special certification for Import, Items which isn't admitted as personal usage(such
as medical equipment with a work tool), Vehicle(Cars, motorcycles), Power Assist bicycle, Electric Kick Board (motor
assisted), Perfume, Cigarette, alcohol

Drug or quasi-drug, disposal contact lenses, vitamins : up to 2-month supplies
Shipping of up to 25 cosmetic items (includes soap) is permitted, if items are for personal use. The limit amount applies
to a single type of cosmetic.
Canned food, dried fruits, nuts, snacks, juice, coffee, tea, spices or seasonings should be less than 10kg for personal use.
Nail polish, nail polish remover are prohibited.
Need to disclose contents of video tapes, floppy disks, DVDs, CD-ROMs (only for AIR SHIPMENT)
Batteries (including dry cell battery or lithium battery) are prohibited (only for AIR SHIPMENT)
Any New Items (not used items) valued more than JPY10,000
Any Sensitive Electronics, Fragile Items → please use Ocean Shipment or by Hand-Carry
The inspection of contents of items (of the boxes) or everything might be performed by instructions from customs for
Import Clearance of Household Goods.
In case prohibited goods are found by the inspection of contents, and detection that there is an article of quantity beyond
restriction.
Delay in delivering process and possibility of the target of a punish by customs law and a Pharmaceutical Affairs Law,
etc.
This caused not only ownership abandonment but also request presence to the customs and ministry office. An
investigation which might affect your Japan Visa status.
Please do not include items from other party (unknown) and item which are not checked by yourself in the your baggage.
You must take all responsibility as a “shipper” from the customs and ministry office.

Please consult us if you are unsure about the above Prohibited and Regulated Items
Please do not include the following items in the suitcase and do not to mix with your cargo (packing items).
※ Yamato Group is not responsible for any case of baggage misplacement.

 Passport or ID card (for family all the members)
 Key (Card keys, Key for building lobby door), Office keys , Car keys and suitcase keys, and etc.
(for family all the members)
 The medicine which must be with you at all times
 Drivers License (and other license )
 Jewel, Precious-Metal, Expensive -Accessory, Expensive-Clock and Clothing.
 Credit Card / Cash, Debit Card
 Cash, Security, Stock Certificate, Draft and Deposit-passbook
 Important items which are irreplaceable
 Shoes to be put on at the time of departure (include all family members)
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YAMATO TRANSPORT (S) PTE LTD
Re m o val D e partm e n t
63 Alexandra Terrace #04-01 Harbour Link Complex Singapore 119936
Tel: 6274-0309 Fax:6273-3228
E-mail: removal@yamatosingapore.com
Co.Reg. No: 198302553K

(I NVOI C E & P AC KI NG LI ST)
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AIR / OCEAN
SEND TO :
TOKYO, JAPAN
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NAME:

DESCRIPTION OF GOODS

QUANTITY

Clothes
Cap
Please show details number
Plate
Glass Cup
Tapper Ware
Books
Please filled out details contents :
Ex. Miscellaneous Item, Souvenir,
Photo Stand
convenience goods...these unsure
Ornament
description is not accetable at Japan
Bag
Customs
Alarm Clock
Cosmetics
Stuffed Toy
Bath Items
Sanitary items
Tea Cup & Saucer
Milk Picher
Bath Items
Cake Plate
Deep Pat
Kitchen Utensils
Electric Hot Plate
Rice Cooker
Mixer
Toys
WII
Total

30
3
5
3
20
30
4
3
5
1
15
2
30
1
4 SET
1
1
4
4
50
1
1
1
20
1

(INSURED)
VALUE

CUSTOME
R
PACK

REMARKS

30,000
3,000
5,000
3,000
2,000
5,000
4,000
8,000
15,000
3,000
8,000
2,000
3,500
1,000
16,000
2,500
3,000
8,000
4,000
3,000
8,000
13,000
3,000
3,000
20,000
176,000 CURRENCY :JPY

DATE: 4-April-2015
RECEIVED BY :

CUSTOMER'S SIGNATURE

Yamato Taro

1.

Even clothes, luxury tableware (suit and the tableware of the valuable brand) will be written clearly and we recommend to
state the value separately.

2.

General description of miscellaneous items, souvenir and convenience goods will not be able to clear Import Custom in
Japan. Please describe in details such as bathroom items or kitchen items.

3.

Please use Japanese Yen (JPY) when filling up the declared value (not in SGD).

A
T
T
N
1

ATTN 2

The compensation amount will be within the range of the amount appropriately stated on the packing list
indicated on the corresponding parcel we have accepted for delivery.
The maximum limit for compensation is JPY200,000 and (S-Plan: JPY1,000,000) (M-Plan: JPY150,000)
(L-Plan:JPY2,000,000)
If the amount exceed the maximum limit, Yamato Singapore will not accept your baggage to be shipped.
In case of cargo damage or loss, customer (yourself) might need to arrange themselves and a replacement
of the repairing. Yamato Singapore will not compensate for the reimburse of shipping charge due to
delivery delay of your shipment.

Declared value on packing list must be SELF-DECLARED. It should not be underestimate or
overestimate than a fair price.
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7. Labelling of each carton box
Please write your name and label on every carton box that need to be shipped out.

≪Example≫
・Name in English === Taro Yamato Label it as 『MR．Ｔ． ＹＡＭＡＴＯ』
・All destination will be labelled as TOKYO, JAPAN.

・Please write the number in sequence begin with 1 on every

C/NO. provided on the carton box.

 All case mark have to be written clearly on top of
every carton boxes
Ｃ／ＮＯ １

1

1

ＭR．Ｔ． ＹＡＭＡＴＯ
TOKYO, JAPAN

1

Make sure the
numbers are written
clearly in sequence on
every side of the
carton boxes.

*Important note*

Please indicate 『ＦＲＡＧＩＬＥ』 in red on all sides of the carton box if it consist of fragile items.

8. Payment Method
Only cash payment will be accepted upon completion of your goods collection.
Do not hesitate to contact us if further clarification required before the collection of your goods.

Goods will only be shipped out once payment is completed.
※ Any tax or duty incurred at Japan custom will be billed accordingly and please pay upon delivery.

9. Custom Declaration Form @ Airport in Japan
Remember to pass two pieces of the completed form to Japan customs and hand it over the stamped copy to
Yamato counter located at the arrival area. (Please refer to the map provided)
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10. Arrival of your sea shipment
Yamato Logistics Service Centre in Japan will inform you on the confirmation arrival of your sea shipment.
In any case that you do not hear from them, kindly give them a call to update on your contact number.
Do inform our Service Centre if there is any changes to your delivery address or contact number.

Once your cargo has been cleared by custom and ready for delivery, you will be contacted again for arrangement
of delivery.

11. Delivery to your doorstep
 Once confirmation on delivery date, delivery will proceed accordingly to your apartment.
 Our delivery staff will shout out the number of the carton box that you have labelled when delivering and you need
to cross out on the tally sheets provided.
 Upon completion, do remember to sign and get a copy of the tally sheet.
 Remember to check on your carton boxes if there is any severe damages.

 In case of any damages after unpacking, do inform us within one month from the delivery date for insurance
claiming purposes.

In any case of damages…
Kindly contact our staff at the numbers provided below

Contact number in Singapore

Contact number in Japan

Yamato Logistics Centre
Overseas Relocation
Service Centre
ＴＥＬ：０３－３２０６－８６２６
ＦＡＸ：０３－３２０６－８６３７
Toll Free: ０１２０－５９３－１２５

YAMATO TRANSPORT (S) PTE. LTD.

（Overseas Relocation Support Division）
ＴＥＬ：６２７４－０３０９
ＦＡＸ：６２７３－３２２８
E-MAIL: tanshin@yamatosingapore.com
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DOCUMENTS
□

Shipping Instructions

□

Copy of Passport & Japan Visa

□

Custom Declaration Form X 2pcs （Submission to Japan Custom）

（copy with photo on it）

FINAL CHECK BEFORE SHIPMENT
□

Make sure there is no prohibited items or dangerous goods.

Feel free to give us a call if you
require further assistance!

Overseas Relocation Support Division
ＴＥＬ：６２７４－０３０９ ＦＡＸ：６２７３－３２２８
Ｅmail：tanshin@yamatosingapore.com
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